
 
 
           Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 

Things to Consider…. 
 

In the last week in June, the USDA's Quarterly 
Hogs & Pigs report was released and outlined 
higher inventories overall than anticipated by 
market analysts' pre-report estimates.  
 
Market hogs in both weight groups for animals 
under 120 pounds were very near pre-report 
estimates, however the latest inventory numbers 
from the USDA reflect a greater number of 
markets in categories above 120 pounds than 
forecasted.  
 
All Hogs & Pigs declined 740 thousand from the 
previous quarter which brings the category 1,711 
thousand head under last year, with the June 
2020 report notably recording many highs for the 
June report historically.  
 
Market hogs were down 725 thousand head from 
levels reported for March, and is 1,615 thousand 
head under last year.  
 
Kept for breeding was down 15 thousand head 
from the last quarter, bringing the breeding herd 
96 thousand head under year ago levels. 
 
Although numbers came in above industry 
estimates the levels were considered neutral as 
volumes are still being reported below the year 
ago levels.  All market hog categories are still 
projected to come in roughly 3% below last year 
which continues to support current pricing for the 
lean hog market. 
 
Pigs per litter which typically is not influenced by 
market price has also seen a plateau around 11 
with the average dropping just below that volume 
in the latest report.   Disease pressure and the 
potential of an older sow herd as producers 
reduced replacements in early 2020 could be 
reasoning for the decline in the numbers. 
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Regional cash hogs declined daily while national 
cash hogs initially improved however turned lower 
into the latter part of the week. CME cash also 
improved early on however more moderately, and 
faced declines the balance of the week. Wholesale 
pork values fell among all primals, weighing pork 
cutout $11.55/cwt lower or -9.4% under the 
previous week.   
 

 
 

 

Canadian market hog values generally weakened by $4-$7/hog on the week, excluding Hylife which dropped 
$11.50/hog from a week earlier. The ML Sig 4 fell more than $3.75/hog, followed by hog values out of Ontario 
and Quebec which were down $7 & $7.50 per hog respectively. Markets derived from lagged base pricing such 
as the OlyW 20 improved $4/hog while the OlyW 21 fell $6.75/hog from a week earlier, and the BP/TC jumped 
$10.50/hog. In the US, hog values improved with Tyson up more than $12/hog while JM was up $2.25/hog from 
the previous week.   

  

 
 

 
 
 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Canadian hog margins weakened overall with lower hog values partially offset by a fall in feed costs. Canadian 
farrow-to-finish feed costs were down nearly $1.75/hog while those in the monitored US region fell closer to 
$1.25/hog from a week earlier.          
      
Margins out of the OlyW 20 strengthened more than $5.50 to $117.50/hog profits, followed by margins out of 
Ontario which weakened more than $5.25 to $102/hog profits. Quebec hog margins were down $5.75 to 
$96.50/hog profits. ML Sig 4 margins weakened $2 to $86/hog profits, while the OlyW 21 declined $5 to 
$81.50/hog profits and Hylife dropped $9.75 to more than $72.75/hog profits. In the US, Tyson hog margins 
strengthened $14 to $129/hog profits while JM margins rose nearly $3.75 to $130/hog profits.  
           

 
 

Tyson: $129.08 USD x 1.2384 = $159.85 CAD 
Morrell: $130.12 USD x 1.2384 = $161.14 CAD 

 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the 
time of the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means 
without permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the 
accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 


